3-days Master-Course with
HOWARD CHOY, B. ARCH
Master-Course Feng Shui
XUAN KONG DA GUA FENG SHUI
Vienna: 25. – 27. October 2014, Vienna

AUTHENIC FENG SHUI from a
Chinese Master
In China there were six Xuan Kong schools
during the late Qing and early Republic era, but
nowadays only two Xuan Kong schools
survived, one is the more popular and more
well-known Xuan Kong Fei Xing (Flying Stars)
School and the other is the more secretive and
less well-known Xuan Kong Da Gua (XKDG).
Students who wish to deepen their knowledge
in Xuan Kong feng shui should study this system
to take their professional skill and knowledge to
a higher level.
Take this unique opportunity to learn this
secretive compass method directly from a
Chinese master,
XKDG is a very useful system when considering
the relationship between the Coming Dragon
(the mountain behind a site) and the Going
Water (the water in front), the sitting and the
facing of a site, which can help us how to
select a site and how to orientate the building
on the site. This system complements the Flying
Star well and at the same time we can

strengthen our theoretical understanding of
Xuan Kong (time/space) feng shui.
In this three-days course we not only will teach
you the basics theories of the XKDG system but
also how to apply them in practice.
Requierements: basic knowledge of how to
recognize the Chinese characters for the 10
Heavenly Stems and the 12 Earthly Branches, as
well as some of the fundamental concepts
used in Feng Shui like the Hetu, the Luoshu, Early
and Later Heaven Trigrams and the
construction of the 64 Hexagrams.

Feng Shui practitioners of various schools are
welcome!
We look forward to a challenging and handson workshop in the pleasant atmosphere of a
manageable group (ma x. 10 participants).
You will receive a certificate issued by the
European College of Feng Shui (ECOFS)
Berlin. I nstruction is in English with German
translation.

Registration
Master-class – XUAN KONG DA GUA FS
25. – 27. October, 2014
Sat., Sun.:10:00 to 18:00
Mon.: 9:00 to 16:00 (Lunch Break included)
Venue: Impact HUB,
Lindengasse 56/18-19
1070 Wien
Workshop-Costs
Before August 25th
828,-August 26th – September 25th 888,-After September 26th
968,-Price in EURO including 20% Austrian VAT (you can
deduct from your tax authority). With the payment of
the fee a place in the workshop is guaranteed and
you accept the cancellation policy.
Cancellation Fees
From the amount registered/paid: 1 month before the start
of the seminar: 10%, 29 to 5 days before: 50%, 4 days before:
100%. Participants who register but do not take part do not
get a refund. The cancellation fee is waived, if a participant
is unable to attend and a replacement is nominated.
Cancellation will be only accepted in writing.

Next Workshop in Vienna
4 –days Master Course with Howard
Choy, B. Arch
Business FS – Feng Shui of an Office
April 17th – 20th, 2015

